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About Kilkaari
Welcome to the Kilkaari Booklet!
yy We know that one of the most important period in a child’s life is the
first thousand days. This period starts when pregnancy is established
and continues till the child is two years of age. During this period
what a mother does, what she eats, what she feeds her child and
most importantly how she and the family interact with her child will
determine whether her child grows up to be healthy and bright. This is
the time when you as the Kilkaari worker can help, support and counsel
mothers and families in our community to improve their health and the
health of her baby.
yy We know that many children in our community are not getting the
correct nutrition and environment which can make them under
nourished and dull. With this booklet you will be helping and
supporting mothers and families in your community to bring up a
generation of children who will be strong and smart.
At each visit you will use this booklet to:
yy Engage family support to help the mother put Kilkaari behaviours in
place
yy Listen with feelings during your visit, so that you can build a
relationship of trust and respect with the mother and her family
yy Help the mother take small steps so that she can integrate Kilkaari
behaviours into her daily routines
yy Support the mother to think of solutions when there are road blocks to
adopting Kilkaari behaviours
yy Praise the efforts that the mother and the family make during and in
between your visits so they are encouraged to carry on trying to make
changes.
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The Kilkaari Way
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The Kilkaari way
These are the steps within each Kilkaari visit. Remember your
supervisor is there for you if you have any questions or problems.
Find out: After greeting the family find out how the mother, her child and family
have been since your last visit. Ask whether she was able to try the specific advice
you discussed in the previous visit. If the answer is yes ask the mother how this went
and if there were any challenges. If the answer is no, enquire what the problems
were to adopting these behaviours and then help her to find solutions.
Show and Ask: The next step is to show the illustrations for the visit. Encourage
the mother to describe what she sees in the picture. Some mothers may not
understand the illustration immediately. In that case you can ask the mother “What
do you see here- who are the people in the picture- what are they doing- why do
you think they are doing this?”
Explore and Discuss: Use the mother’s answers to build on the message you are
trying to deliver. There is a reminder of the message on the page opposite the
illustration, make sure that you weave this into the discussion. Avoid giving advice,
instead let the information emerge from the discussion.
Watch and Coach: This step is for all the child stimulation activities. After exploring
the illustration with the mother; ask her to try out the activity. You may need to ask
her to bring household items. In this case request the mother if she can get these
since you would like to see how she will practice the activity. The mother will need
encouragement the first few times. Remember if you want her to do something
differently make a suggestion such as “do you think it would help if you showed
him the toy before you hid it?”. Some mothers may not know what to do at all;
make suggestions on how she can try the illustrated activity. For example, you may
ask - “Why don’t you show him the rattle; then drop your dupatta over it and see
what he does?” If you want her to do something differently, then be encouraging.
For example, “Very good, see how he is looking at you with interest now-try
showing him the rattle before you hide it?” If the mother is unable or unwilling to
do the activity - first you can ask her permission to play with the child and show
her how to conduct the activity. After this, ask her to copy what you did. When the
mother has understood the activity encourage her to conduct the activities every
day with her child, and more than once if possible. Talk to the mother about when
she can show these activities to all family members.
Problem Solve: Discuss if the mother feels that she may find it difficult to follow
the advice that you have discussed. Find out why this may be; encourage her to
think of small ways in which she can adopt the new practices. For the play activities
ask the mother to suggest, when in the day the activity could fit into her daily
routine.
Praise: Praise helps a person feel good about themselves and the efforts they are
making. This is an important underlying principle of all Kilkaari visits. You should
actively praise the mother (and other family members) for all the efforts they make.
This includes when they are talking about the illustration, when they describe the
number of times they played with their child or if they were able to put advice you
gave them into their routines. You may sometimes need to praise the smallest
efforts that the mother and family make to follow Kilkaari behaviours.
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1

Pregnancy 5th-7th month

Kilkaari introduction
Kilkaari is a new program to improve the health, growth and
intelligence of children.
A Kilkaari baby will grow up to be a healthy, happy and bright child.
We can achieve this if the family works together for the good of the
child.
I will be visiting you once every month till your child is 2 years of
age.
We will use this book to discuss the latest ways of helping you to
make your baby grow well and be bright.

“A Kilkaari baby will grow up to be a healthy, happy and bright child!
5
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7-10 days after the
introductory visit
Iron tablets
Do you have the strip of iron tablets?
Iron tablets will make your blood stronger
and improve the health and intelligence of
your baby.
Eat 1 tablet a day for the next 100 days.
Do the same immediately after your delivery.

Diet
Eat an extra portion of food in-between your main meals so your
baby gets their share and can grow and be active inside you.
Eat fruits and green vegetables to strengthen your blood and
make you and your baby healthier.

Rest
Make time for rest, in between household activities and get family
help with heavy work.
Standing for a long time and heavy work puts pressure on your
baby; and can lead to an early delivery.

“A healthy mother means a healthy baby”
7

8
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Pregnancy 8th-9th month
Early initiation of
breastfeeding
Who all will accompany you for your delivery?
Immediately after your delivery, breastfeed
in the first hour to help your milk come in,
reduce bleeding and give your baby the first
vaccination
Do not lose this golden hour.
Discuss this with the family members: Tell them
the importance of making sure that the baby
gets breast milk in this golden hour.

Exclusive Breastfeeding with love
and care
Apart from mother’s milk, are you thinking of giving anything else
to the baby after delivery?
Breast-milk is a complete, natural food for your baby. It is good
for their health and intelligence and is all they need for the first six
months. All mothers can breast feed their babies for the first six
months if they eat and drink well.
When you breastfeed; touch, caress and talk to your baby to make
them feel safe, secure and happy.
Breast feeding frequently will also help make this possible.

“Breast milk is best so start early”
9
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5-10 days after birth
Exclusive breastfeeding
with love and care
When you breastfeed; touch, caress and talk to
your baby to make them feel safe, secure and
happy.
Breast milk has all the water and energy that
your baby needs.
Give only breast milk to make your child
stronger, smarter and keep her safe from illness.
Nurse your baby as often as she wants to keep
your milk flowing.
Continue taking iron tablets to keep yourself
healthy and active, after delivery.

Care seeking
Sick babies can get worse quickly.
Trust your instincts… if you feel your child is not well, take him/her
to the ANM for help

“Breast milk is the best milk!”
11
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5 (1)

In the 1st month

Breastfeeding with family support
Who can help you with household work?
Breast milk is all your baby needs for the first 6 months.
A mother needs family support with housework so that she can
feed her baby frequently.
Breast milk is full of things which protect your baby from diseases
and helps their brain develop.

“Help for the mother means a healthy baby!”
13
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In the 1st month

Communicating while working,
allowing freedom
What does your child do when you are doing your housework?
Right from birth your baby can see and hear, recognize and learn
from you.
Look, touch, smile, coo and talk to them as much as you can.
This can be while you are doing housework, breastfeeding or
bathing your baby.
It makes them happy and helps them learn.

"From the beginning, talking and playing will make
the child active and smart..."
15
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In the 2nd month

Breastfeeding with family support
Is there anyone to help you with your housework?
Breast milk is all a baby needs for the first 6 months.
Mothers need family support with housework so they can feed the
baby frequently.
Breast milk is full of things which protect your baby from diseases
and helps their brain develop.

"Help for the mother means a healthy baby!”
17
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In the 2nd month

Following objects
Showing her different, bright and colourful
things, will strengthen your baby’s eyes and she
will learn to recognise different objects while
also having fun.

Playing with rattle
Your child is now learning to recognise and follow the sounds
around her.
Making sounds for your baby to follow will help both her vision
and hearing and is also fun.

“Laugh and play...Make your child smarter!”
19
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In the 3rd month

Breastfeeding with family support
Remember continuing exclusive breastfeeding will keep your baby
safe and smart.
Drink and eat well to help you keep your milk flowing.
Getting help for your daily housework will give you time to attend
to your baby.
Discuss this with family members: you can help give this baby the
best start .

"Help for the mother means breastfeeding till 6 months!”
21
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7 (2)

In the 3rd month
Feeling and grabbing
Encourage your child to stretch and grab things
so they can hold and explore different objects
Your child will then understand the feel, sound,
shape, texture and the weight of different
objects
Tell the mother to show the object to her
child three to four times (to engage her) and
encourage her child to grab the object.

Copying sounds and movements
Enthusiastically copying your baby’s sounds and facial expressions
will encourage them to respond.
This is the start of early conversations which are fun for your baby.

“Laugh and play...Make your child smarter!”
23
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In the 4th month

Breastfeeding with family support
Remember continuing exclusive breastfeeding will keep your baby
safe and smart
Drink and eat well to help you keep the milk flowing.
Getting help for your daily housework will give you time to attend
to your baby.
Discuss this with family members: you can help give this baby the
best start

"Help for the mother means breastfeeding till 6 months!”
25
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In the 4th month

Making faces
Babies love to see their own face in the mirror.
Show her, her reflection and make faces in it to
make her smile.
She will begin to understand how she is different
from others around her.

Playing and singing
Your baby loves the sound of your voice so sing simple songs to
your baby during different times of the day to make your baby
feel secure and calm.

“Laugh, play, sing...and make your child smarter!”
27
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In the 5th month

Introduction to
complementary feeding
Continue exclusive breast feeding for another
month.
After 6 months of age, the needs of your growing
child cannot be fulfilled by your milk alone.
After 6 months, your child will grow well and stay
active, if you start soft or mushy foods like khichdi,
banana and porridge.

Responsive feeding
As your baby begins to learn to eat they will make a mess or spit
out food.
Feeding them with love and patience will help them become
better eaters later.

“Continue breastfeeding, start feeding khichdi and
porridge at 6 months”
29
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In the 5th month

Banging and playing with household
objects
By banging objects your child will learn about sounds and about
the effects of their actions.
Let her explore the different music she can make and watch her
pleasure!

Calling the child’s name and
responding
Your child learns how words sound and what they mean long
before they start speaking.
Talk to her frequently and call her name so she will understand
that she is part of the family and will try and respond.

“Make her laugh by banging on things, and hiding your face!”
31
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In the 6th month

Timing and Quantity
When do you plan to start feeding your child?
When your child completes 6 months, start with
a few spoons of mushy food twice a day to get
her used to different tastes.
Gradually increase the number of spoons that
you are giving at every meal so that you can
give a katori three times a day by nine months.
Continue breast feeding your child.

Hand-washing
Your child is vulnerable to germs; which can make her sick so
remember to wash your hands with soap before cooking.
Both you and your baby’s hands need washing before feeding her.

"Slowly slowly increase spoons of porridge...be patient
so I eat half a bowl”
33
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In the 6th month

Peek-a-boo
Having fun by hiding your familiar face makes your child realise
that things don’t disappear even if they are hidden.

Helping hand skills
While your baby is playing with one toy offer her another so that
she can learn to pass objects from one hand to another.

"Give me objects...hide your face...these activities make me laugh!”
35
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In the 7th month

Quantity
What and how much are you feeding your child?
You should now be increasing the amount you are giving at
every meal so that you can give a katori three times a day by nine
months.

Food boosters
Adding foods like ghee, egg or jaggery to every meal gives your
child an energy boost to make her strong, active and healthy.

"Boost every spoonful....add ghee, egg or jaggery!”
37
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In the 7th month

Playing with the ball by rolling it
Roll a ball towards your child so she can learn to handle and
explore the object.
Encourage her to roll it back by using simple requests.

Physical play
Sit your child on your knee or lap, bounce her up and down
like a horse or fly her around like a bird; your child will love the
movements.

"When the child plays all day, then she becomes active!”
39
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In the 8th month

Variety
Giving different tastes will help your child be a better, less fussy
eater.
Give daal, egg, and rice to make your child grow, and curd and
ghee to give her energy; give fruits and add vegetables to your
child’s food to protect your child from illnesses.
Continue breast feeding your child.

Playful feeding
Make feeding fun; sing songs or play games so your child looks
forward to her meal-times.

"Make feeding fun and add different kinds of food in the katori”
41
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In the 8th month

Identifying parts of the body
Bath time is a fun time to help your child learn parts of her body.

Crawling and calling name
Your child is getting active - call your child to come to you.
She will like to show you that she knows her name.
When your child starts coming towards you, shift backwards and
encourage her to keep moving forwards!

“Small fun activities through the day help your
child learn while she plays”
43
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In the 9th month

Variety
Would you like to consider feeding egg to your child?
Giving different tastes will help your child be a less fussy eater
Give daal, egg, and rice to help her grow, and curd and ghee to
give her energy.
Give fruits and add vegetables to your baby’s food to protect her
from illness.

Quantity
Apart from the main meals, are you giving your child snacks to eat
during the day?
Your child’s stomach is small make sure she is getting a full katori
three times a day.
In addition, give her at least two small snacks like a banana or
glass of milk during the day, in between the main meals.

"Make feeding fun and add different kinds of food in the katori.”
45
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In the 9th month

Identifying parts of the
body
Bath time is a fun time to help your child learn
parts of her body,
You can also add words for the objects you use at
that time

Hiding objects
Your child has now understood that things that cannot be seen
are still somewhere.
If you hide an object your child may want to show you that she
can find it.
Let her enjoy the game and see her reaction when she finds the
object.
Tell the mother to hide the object in such a way that the child is
able to see the object, while it is being hidden!

“Small fun activities through the day help your
child learn while she plays”
47
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14, 15 (1)

In the 10th and 11th months

Finger foods/self-feeding
Though your child still needs to be fed, you can help her enjoy
food and learn to eat on her own.
Finger foods such as pieces of a fruit (e.g. Guava, apple) or a piece
of roti, are easy foods to give which will make her an independent
eater.

Sick kids
When your child is sick continue to breast feed and give her small
amounts of food frequently.
You will need even more patience to feed your child when she is
sick.
After your child is better try to give her more food to make up for
the lost time.

“Eating on my own is fun!”
49
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14, 15 (2)

In the 10th and 11th months

Explaining the world
Take your child outdoors, show her the world around her, and
teach her the names of animals and things.

Imitating actions
Make fun actions for your child to copy; like hands up, touch toes,
or clapping.
Tell her what you are doing and make it a game.

“Whenever I step out of the house, I learn so much!”
51
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16, 17 (1)

In the 12th and 13th months

Eating with the family
Your child wants to be like a ‘big' person.
Giving your child her own plate and glass during family meal times
will allow her to be part of the family and eat with everyone else.

Variety of foods (balanced diet)
Your child has become more independent now.
However continue to feed with love and patience even if she
refuses some foods.
Give fruits and vegetables to protect your child from illness; give
dal, egg and rice to help her grow, and curd and ghee to give her
energy.
Continue breast feeding your child till her second birthday.

“Eating all kinds of food with the family....will make
me feel all grown up”
53
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16, 17 (2)

In the 12th and 13th months

Naming objects and putting in a
container
Your child will enjoy putting things in and out of containers.
This helps with her coordination and teaches her about ‘in’ and
‘out’.
Give her objects to put in and out of a container and say the name
as she puts an object in.

Encouraging child to move towards
favourite toy
Your child is now actively exploring her environment.
Encouraging this will make her stronger and more mobile.

“I learn a lot by exploring and handling new objects!”
55
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18, 19

In the 14th and 15th months

Stacking
Your child is learning to handle objects.
She will enjoy showing you how to make a tower
and knock a tower over.
Making towers as a play activity encourages her to
develop these skills.

Singing and interactive play
Playing and singing with your child, teaches her new words and
concepts.
And, through this fun activity teaches her to play with others.

Your child still needs your milk to grow healthy and strong.

“While handling objects, I can make and break a tower!”
57
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20, 21

In the 16th and 17th months

Identifying other’s body parts
Your child should know parts of her body now.
This is a good time to encourage her to identify these
parts on other people.
This increases her understanding of 'me' and 'others'.

Bringing on request
Your child is keen to do things for you.
If you ask her to do a simple task she will try and do it, to please
you.
This makes her understand simple requests.
Your child still needs your milk to grow healthy and strong.

“Tell me an object and I will bring it!”
59
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22, 23, 24
In the 18th, 19th and 20th months
Colour matching
This is a good time to help your child identify and
match different colours.
Gradually, this can be extended to shapes.
Ask the mother to use a red or black coloured
object when she begins this activity.

Scribbling
Encourage your child to handle a stick or pen and make simple
strokes in the mud.
Let her enjoy being creative.
As she gets older encourage new scribbles such as circles.
This helps her to write in the future.

Pulling
Your child should be walking now.
Pulling a toy encourages this and will help her get more
confidence in walking and running.
And at the same time she will also explore her surroundings.
Your child still needs your milk to grow healthy and strong.
“I Will explore the world around me and become smart!”
61
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25, 26, 27
In the 21st, 22nd and 23rd months
Sorting objects
Your child will now begin to understand the
similarities between objects.
This will allow her to sort out similar looking
things from others.
Say the names of objects while putting them in
front of her.

Finding a hidden object
Your child can now differentiate between various hidden objects.
Hiding objects stimulates your child to explore and look for things
encouraging her curiosity.

Counting
Your child can now understand the language of numbers;
encourage her with simple counting games.

Your child still needs your milk to grow healthy and strong.

“Count, sort, hide...will make me learn far and wide!”
63
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